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On the Impact of Demand Response: Load
Shedding, Energy Conservation, and Further
Implications to Load Forecasting
Tao Hong and Pu Wang

Abstract— This paper discusses three aspects of demand
response through a case study of a US utility: 1) how load profile
changes due to demand response; 2) how much energy has been
saved annually; 3) whether the load forecasts have been affected
by demand response. A regression based approach is deployed to
try to answer these questions. The results show that for this
particular utility, the demand response programs on average
help shave the peaks but do not significantly affect the annual
sales. In addition, the forecasting accuracy can be improved by
excluding the hours affected by demand response.
Index Terms—demand response, load forecasting, multiple
linear regression.
Fig. 1. Summary of DR activities by hour.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EMAND response (DR) is receiving more and more
attention today in the utility industry due to the wide
deployment of the smart meters. While many utilities are
mandated to set up demand response programs, there are still
some fundamental issues to be fully addressed. This paper
presents a case study for a medium sized utility to answer
three questions: 1) Are the peaks really being shifted due to
DR activities? 2) How much energy has been saved annually
due to DR? 3) How does DR impact load forecasting
processes? These three aspects directly or indirectly impact
the key performance indices of a utility and are concerned by
the utility executives, managers, analysts and engineers.
Over a 3-year period (2005 - 2007), there are in total 1297
hours being labeled as DR activities. These hours are spread
into 290 periods or 252 days. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the
detailed spread by hour and month for an average year
respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, there are two periods in a
day when this utility may turn on DR programs: morning
(Hour Ending 7:00 to 11:00), and late afternoon to evening
(Hour Ending 15:00 to 23:00). Most DR activities occur in the
latter period. This is consistent with the load profiles of this
utility: evening peaks are usually higher than the morning
peaks. As shown in Fig. 2, the highest bar is in March, when
55 hours per year are flagged by DR activities [1]. This is
again consistent with the fact that the utility is summer
peaking and most annual peaks occur in July.
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Fig. 2. Summary of DR activities by month.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Data
The hourly load and temperature history from 2005 to 2008
has been used in this project. Other than labeling the hours
with DR programs turned on as “DR”, we also label the hour
right after each DR period as “PostDR”. This is used to
incorporate the situation that extra electricity consumption
may bounce back right after a DR period.
B. Model
The naïve multiple linear regression model proposed in [2]
is used for analyzing the DR activities. The model can be
written as:
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E(Load) = β0 + β1×Trend + β2×Day×Hour + β3×Month +
β4×Month×TMP + β5×Month×TMP2 + β6×Month×TMP3 +
β7×Hour×TMP + β8× Hour×TMP2 + β9× Hour×TMP3 , (1)
where Trend is a quantitative variable denoting a linear trend;
TMP is a quantitative variable denoting the temperature;
Month, Day, and Hour are class variables denoting 12 months
of a year, 7 days of a week and 24 hours of a day, respectively.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Load Shedding
We divide the first three years of data into two groups:
regular hours and the hours being labeled as either “DR” or
“PostDR”. From 2005 to 2007, there are totally 26280 hours,
of which 1297 hours are labeled as “DR”, 290 hours are
labeled as “PostDR”. We use the 24693 regular hours to
predict the three years of hourly loads including the 1587
special hours (“DR” and “PostDR”). We then pick up
individual days with DR program turned on to compare the
actual load profile with the predicted one. As shown in Fig. 3,
while the DR programs are on, the actual load is lower than
the predicted load. This is reasonable and expected because
we turn on DR programs for load shedding. During the
“PostDR” hour, the actual load is still lower than predicted
load. This is not consistent with our hypothesis: “extra
electricity consumption may bounce back right after a DR
period”. This can be due to several reasons including:
1) The model is not accurate enough. We also observed some
DR periods when the predicted loads are higher than the
actual ones;
2) There is no significant “bounce-back” effect for this day.
3) Errors when recording the DR activities.

C. Further Implications to Load Forecasting
From the forecasting process perspective, the utilities will
have to forecast the loads without DR activities and the loads
under different DR activity scenarios. In addition, the data
used for constructing the model should be preprocessed to
incorporate historical DR activities. For instance, we took out
the special hours from model data to perform the day ahead
and week ahead forecasting for 2008. The resulting MAPE
together are shown in the Table I, where we can observe that
the errors based on preprocessed data (w/o special hours) is
smaller than the ones based on all data [3]. Considering that
the DR hours of 2008 are also included in the error statistics,
we expect more significant improvement on the regular hours.
TABLE I
RESULTS (MAPE, %) COMPARISON

w/o special hours
All hours

One Day Ahead
4.95
4.98

One Week Ahead
5.01
5.04

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed three aspects of DR impact:
load shedding, energy conservation, and further implications
to load forecasting. In the case study of a medium sized US
utility, we make the following conclusions based on a naïve
multiple linear regression model:
1) The utility successfully shift peaks as desired in most cases;
2) Minimal amount of energy (0.016% on annual basis) have
been conserved due to DR activity. In other words, the
revenue of this utility is not significantly hurt by the current
DR practice;
3) Forecasting error can be reduced by excluding the special
hours from the model data.
As discussed in Section III, the soundness of the
conclusion can be affected by the accuracy of the model.
Therefore, the future work includes using more accurate
models to perform the analysis. We can also perform the
similar analysis for each individual DR program and
individual customer.
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